Tissue window filtering has been widely used in deep learning for computed tomography (CT) image analyses to improve training performance (e.g., soft tissue windows for abdominal CT). However, the effectiveness of tissue window normalization is questionable since the generalizability of the trained model might be further harmed, especially when such models are applied to new cohorts with different CT reconstruction kernels, contrast mechanisms, dynamic variations in the acquisition, and physiological changes. In this paper, we evaluate the effectiveness of both with and without using soft tissue window normalization on multi-site CT cohorts. Moreover, we propose a new stochastic tissue window normalization (SWN) method to improve the generalizability of tissue window normalization. Different from the naï ve random sampling, the SWN method centers the randomization around the soft tissue window to maintain the specificity for abdominal organs. To evaluate the performance of different strategies, 80 training and 453 validation and testing scans from six datasets are employed to perform multi-organ segmentation using standard 2D U-Net. The six datasets cover the scenarios where the training and testing scans are from (1) same scanner and same population, (2) same CT contrast but different pathology, and (3) different CT contrast and pathology. The traditional soft tissue window and non-windowed approaches achieved better performance on (1). The proposed SWN achieved general superior performance on (2) and (3) with statistical analyses, which offers better generalizability for a trained model.
I. INTRODUCTION
omputed tomography (CT) is a quantitative imaging technique that produces imaging intensities normalized in Hounsfield Units (HU) (e.g., air as -1000 HU, water as 0 HU).
The quantitative meaning of intensity units allows clinical
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filter out texture/noise in unrelated tissues, organs, and background.
In recent years, the tissue window filtering process has been widely adapted to deep learning methods on CT image analyses [4] [5] [6] [7] . The rationale of using tissue window normalization (preprocessing) is to get rid of the unnecessary information before the machine learning stage, which enhances the specificity of the trained deep learning model. The "specificity" in this study is referred to the performance of deploying a trained deep learning network on testing data with the same imaging acquisition as the training data. The hypothesis behind that is the HU values are standardized and homogenous across different cohorts. However, this hypothesis might not always be valid for some imaging scenarios, including but not limited to, (1) different CT hardware, (2) potential confounds of CT reconstruction kernels, (3) different contrast-enhanced CT imaging, (4) dynamic variations in acquisition, (5) physiological changes, et cetera. As a result, the generalizability of the trained model using fixed tissue window might be degraded when it is applied to the heterogeneous clinical CT scans ( Figure 1 ). The "generalizability" in this study is defined as the performance of deploying a trained deep learning network on testing data with the different imaging acquisition from the training data.
In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of standard soft tissue window normalization (STN) for canonical multi-organ segmentation task compared with whole intensity range (WIR, without using tissue windows). Moreover, we propose a new stochastic tissue window normalization (SWN) method to leverage the generalizability upon STN. Different from naively using random windows, we limit the window variations to be centralized around the soft tissue window to improve specificity.
Eighty non-contrast CT scans with healthy organs are used to train a standard 2D U-Net from [8] . Then, 20 scans from the same cohort and 433 scans from different cohorts are used to evaluate the effectiveness of STN, WIR and SWN, which covers the scenarios where the training and testing scans are from (1) same scanner and same population, (2) same CT contrast but different pathology, and (3) different CT contrast and pathology. Figure 2 demonstrates the principle of training an organ segmentation network using SWN, which randomly samples the window size and location beyond the STN. A tissue window is determined by two parameters: window level (center) and window size [1] . Instead of only pursuing generalizability by natively sampling random windows, we force the randomly sampled windows to be centered around soft tissue window to maintain the specificity. To achieve that, we used the soft tissue window (window level = 40, half window size = 200) as the centers of the random sampling. The pseudo code of the proposed SWN method is provided in Figure 3 . Briefly, we employed two Gaussian distributions to add variability upon the soft tissue window. The new windows are randomly sampled from the following two Gaussian distributions, 
II. METHOD

A. Stochastic Tissue Window Normalization
where and are the two coefficients to control the variabilities of the random windows. In the paper, we used the format " [ , ] " to show the values of and for any experiments performed by SWN. During the training, a 2D training image slice is normalized by the sampled window with the following steps:
Note that, the and are different for each input during training, which are randomly sampled from the aforementioned two Gaussian distributions. For WIR, the intensity with in whole major intensity range (-1000<HU<1000) are normalized for training without applying any tissue windows. In the testing stage, we preprocess every testing scan using standard soft tissue window for STN and SWN, while not using such window for WIR.
B. Multi-organ Segmentation Network
To evaluate the effectiveness of using tissue window normalization, we keep the training network and processing standardized. The canonical 2D U-Net [8] is employed as the base network. The same data augmentation stages (random cropping, padding, rotation, translation) are performed to enhance the spatial generalizability. First, all input CT image voxels are converted to floating point numbers with 32 bits ("float"). Then all the input 2D CT images (after windowing and preprocessing) are further normalized to 0 to 255 ("float") with resolution 512 × 512. The number of input channels is one, while the number of output channels is eight (including background, spleen, right kidney, left kidney, liver, stomach, pancreas, body mask). The Adam optimizer [9] with learning rate 0.00001 is used with a batch size of six. Weighted crossentropy is used as the loss function, whose weights of eight channels are [1, 10, 10, 10, 5, 10, 10, 1]. The models are trained with the maximum of 100 epochs. When training each epoch, every image is windowed once, across different windowing methods. The level and window size are randomly decided for each time when using the proposed SWN. Therefore, the windows are different, even for the same image across different epochs. During testing stage, the standard soft-tissue window (without randomness) is used for SWN to have a fair comparison with the STW method. The learning rate, epoch number, and the weights were optimized from internal validation and were applied to all testing cohort consistently. Notably, the same hyper-parameters are used across all experiments, except the tissue window normalization.
C. Training and Validation Data (Same Scanner and Population)
MLBCV (Multi-organ): 100 abdominal CT scans were obtained from the MICCAI 2015 Multi-atlas Labeling Beyond the Cranial Vault (MLBCV) challenge [10] . The data were acquired from portal venous phase CT modality with variable volume sizes (512 × 512 × 33 to 512 × 512 × 158) and field of views (approx. 300 × 300 × 250 mm3 to 500 × 500 × 700 mm3). The in-plane resolution varies from 0.54 × 0.54 mm2 to 0.98 × 0.98 mm2. Among 100 scans, 80 were used as training while the remaining 20 were used as validation. Six organs (spleen, right kidney, left kidney, liver, stomach, pancreas) from MLBCV are used as training targets. 
B. Testing Data (Different CT Contrast and Pathology)
AADHS (Liver): 5 abdominal CT scans with fatty liver diagnosis and manual liver segmentations were obtained from African American-Diabetes Heart Study (AADHS) dataset. The data were acquired from non-contrast CT modality with inplane resolution 512 × 512. The details of the data can be found at [11] .
Delayed (Kidneys): 5 abdominal CT scans with manual left and right kidney segmentation were acquired internally with excretory phase sequences. The scans were performed in the prone position at an 8 min delay per institutional protocol with 3 mm axial reconstructions.
IV. SIMULATION
Specificity and Generalizability Analysis. The 20 validation CT scans were used to evaluate the specificity and generalizability of STN, WIR, and SWN. To test the specificity and generalizability, we performed a simulation, which adds or subtract constant values on 20 validation scans (from -300 to +300 in steps of 25 HU). That experiment simulates the intensity variations in testing data when applying the trained model. The 20 validation CT scans were used since the data were acquired from the same scanner as the training data. Therefore, the spatial effects will be minimized and the difference in performance is solely from the global variations on intensities. Figure 5 shows the variations of segmentation performance on six organs with the changes in raw intensities.
V. EMPIRICAL VALIDATION
The 20 MLBCV scans are used to evaluate the performance of different window normalization strategies for the scenarios that the training and testing scans are from the "same scanner and population". The Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) has been used as the metrics to show the segmentation accuracy.
The Decathlon, LiTS, and FNH cohorts are employed to evaluate the performance of different window normalization strategies for the scenarios that the training and testing scans are from "same CT contrast but different pathology".
The AADHS and Delayed cohorts are employed to evaluate the performance of different window normalization strategies for the scenarios that the training and testing scans are from "different CT contrast and pathology".
A. Internal Validation (MLBVC)
The qualitative and quantitative results of 20 MLBVC validation scans are shown in Figure 6 and 7 respectively. The detailed measurements of six labels are presented in Table 1 . As the training and validation datasets are from the same cohort and the same scanner, the intensities of training scans and testing scans are homogeneous. Therefore, the canonical STN or WIR methods achieved superior performance in either median DSC or mean DSC for all six organs. In Table 1 , The best DSC results are marked as bold. Briefly, the greater median and mean DSC indicate the better segmentation performance referring to the manual segmentations. The smaller standard deviation (STD) of DSC means the variation of the segmentation performance is smaller and more consistent across the cases. The symbol "-" indicates that the difference between the corresponding method and the reference method ("Ref.") is not significant. The symbol "↑" and "↓" means significantly higher and lower respectively using the Wilcoxon signed rank test with p<0.05. The symbol "*" means the false discovery rate (FDR) corrected p value within the corresponding abdominal organ is < 0.05, with number of 
B. 5.2 External Validation on Same Imaging Protocol
We group the results of Decathlon, LiTS, and FNH as the external validation results on same CT modality, since such datasets were acquired from the same imaging protocol (portal venous phase) as the training datasets but from different sites. The qualitative and quantitative results of different methods are presented in Figure 8 and 9 . The corresponding detailed measurements are provided in Table 2 . When performing the trained model on external validation datasets with the same imaging protocol but different sites and pathologies, the proposed SWN method achieved superior performance compared with the canonical STN and WIR methods.
C. 5.3 External Validation on Different Imaging Protocol
The trained model from portal venous phase CT scans is evaluated using the non-contrast CT scans (AADHS) and delayed phase CT scans (Delayed). In this scenario, the HU intensities of livers in AADHS are systematically different from training data. Meanwhile, the HU intensities of kidneys in Delayed are systematically different from training data. Therefore, the intensities of targeting organs in training and testing datasets are heterogeneous. The qualitative and quantitative results are presented in Figure 10 and 11. The corresponding detailed measurements are provided in Table 3 . From the results, the proposed SWN method achieved superior performance compared with the canonical STN and WIR methods.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We evaluate the effectiveness of both tissue window normalization and non-windowed methods for deep learning on CT organ segmentation tasks. The soft tissue window typically yields superior performance on segmenting smaller and more challenging organs (pancreas and stomach). Meanwhile. the segmentation performance of without using tissue window techniques achieved superior performance on larger and easier organs (liver and spleen).
From internal validation (training and testing data are from the same scanner and population), the STN and WIR achieved overall better segmentation performance ( Figure 7 and Table 1 ). We propose a new stochastic tissue window normalization method and evaluate the STN, WIR and SWN methods using simulation ( Figure 5 ) different external testing cohorts.
According to the absolute differences in Dice values (highlighted in Bold), the propose SWN method achieved generally better Dice scores, when evaluated on the testing scans acquired from the different scanner but same contrast (Figure 9 and Table 2 ), When evaluated on the testing scans acquired from different modalities and different pathologies ( Figure 11 and Table 3 ), the proposed SWN method also achieved generally superior Dice values compared with STN and WIR. The proposed SWN provided better generalizability of a trained model while preserving the specificity compared with STN and WIR.
The standard Wilcoxon signed-rank test statistical analyses (highlighted with colors) is used in the study. When the training and testing scans are regimented to be acquired from the same scanner, protocol, and patient population (Table 1) , the proposed method demonstrates improved benchmarks as compared to the standard method. It means the simple standard intensity normalization methods are more proper for the internal validation. But in the real world, we typically would like to train a more generalizable deep learning model, which can be applied directly to different cohorts and populations ( Table 2 and 3) . Under such external validation scenarios, the generalizability of the trained model is essential, especially when the number of available training cases are typically in small-scale for medical imaging applications. The proposed method achieves overall superior performance when the testing and training cohorts are more heterogeneous, which leverages the segmentation performance of the trained models on the different testing imaging protocols. Under the more restricted scenarios, FDR correction is applied to correct the original pvalues for multiple comparison (highlighted with "*"). After FDR correction, the differences for MLBCV-spleen, MLBCVstomach (Table 1) , FNH-liver (Table2), AADHS-liver, Delayed-left kidney and Delayed-right kidney ( Table 3) are not significant. The non-significant comparisons in Table 2 and 3 are due to the relatively small sizes of available cohorts (i.e., 5 to 8 patients).
The standard 2D U-Net is employed as the segmentation network to evaluate the performance of using tissue windows. While this combination is successful, we do not claim optimality of using 2D U-Net. To achieve the superior segmentation network is not the major aim of this work. In the future, it would be also interesting to have the organs from different contrasts labeled by different human expert. In that case, the inter-rater reliability is able to be calculated, which can be used to evaluate the automatic detection with human variability.
The proposed method is validated on the soft tissue window. However, other types of tissue windows (e.g., lung, cardiac, liver window etc.) have also been widely used in different applications. Theoretically, the stochastic tissue window would also improve the generalizability of deep network for such applications. Therefore, it would be useful to extend and validate the proposed method to such applications in the future. Another limitation of the proposed window based normalization is that it sacrifices the physical information behind the HU standardization.
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